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THE MEASUREMENT AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF
THE INCLUSION OF INDIRECT TAXES IN THE CON-
SUMERS' PRICE INDEX
Reuben A. Kessel, University of Chicago
Real wages, measured by deflating money wages with consumer
prices, is the most frequently employed criterion of the rate of ex-
change of labor services for consumer goods and services.1As a
result, real wage changes are used to measure changes in the terms
of trade of labor inputs for final products.It is the thesis of this
paper that this measure is (1) conceptually incorrect and its use has
led to (2) biased estimates of real wage changes in the United States.
Real wages, measured by deflating money wage rates with consumer
prices, measures wage rates gross of direct taxes and net of indirect
taxes.Consequently how governmental expenditures are financed
necessarily affects real wage measurements.Biased real wage meas-
urements have been produced by this disparity in the treatment of
indirect and direct taxes.The effects of this disparity have been
magnified by (1) the growth in the fraction of national output not
subject to indirect taxes, and (2) the exclusion of governmental
services from the Consumers' Price Index.
FACTOR COST TO FINAL PRODUCT PRICE RELATIONSHIPS AND CHoIcE
BETWEEN DIRECT AND INDIRECT TAXES
How governmental expenditures are financed, in particular the
choice between direct and indirect taxes, ought not per se to affect
real wage measurements.Yet if the relationship of wages to prices is
used to measure real wages, with wages defined by wage rates inclu-
sive of wage supplements and prices by an index number of consumer.
prices, then changes in tax policy can produce measurement errors.
It can be shown that measured real wages will change as a result of
a change in the volume of governmental expenditures financed
through indirect taxation.
Economic theory implies that the producers of products subject to
indirect taxes will, when hiring agents of production, base their cal-
culations upon the market prices of their products net of taxes.
Therefore if indirect taxes exist, then there must also exist a gap be-
tween the market value of final products and their factor cost.This
is the same as saying that the sum of the payments to the cooperating
agents of production must be less than the value of the final product.
I For example, see Albert Rees, "Patterns of Wages, Prices, and Productivity." in Wage8,
Pricea, Profita, and Productivity, The American Assembly, University. 1959.
NOTE.—ThIS paper was commissioned and financed by the Commission on Money and
Credit.The author benefited from the comments of Professors Alchian, Director, Lewis,
H. Johnson, Rees, Stigler, and Telser.
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Since direct taxes do not, whereas indirect taxes do, create a gap
between the market value of final and their factor costs, the
direct-mthrect tax choice must affect the relationship between rates
of return to productive agents and final product prices.Indirect
taxes imply a lower level of measured real factor returns than direct
taxes.Therefore the choice of indirect taxes implies lower measured
real wages.This must occur if the price index used to deflate money
wages reflects prices to consumers, i.e., is a consumers' price index
of the type computed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The direct-indirect tax choice implies either reducing (a) disposable
after-tax income, or (b) the size of pretax income through a reduction
in the rate of return to factors. In either case, after-tax real income
and hence by hypothesis real wages properly measured are unchanged.
However real wages measured by deflating money wages with con-
sumer prices is changed. The reduction in pretax factor incomes
lowers measured real wages; the reduction in after-tax disposable in-
come does not.Therefore a measurement error results.
The implications of the direct-indirect tax choice can be put more
technically. When real wages are defined as money wage rates de-
flated with consumer prices, then the choice of indirect taxes implies
(1) a market demand for labor that is a market
supply that is larger than the corresponding demand and supply
functions associated with direct taxes. The demand function is lower
because the marginal productivity of agents, for all levels of output
and for all combinations of inputs, decreases for the firm.Alterna-
tively, the imposition of indirect taxes can be viewed as an increase
in business costs and therefore lowers what employers are willing
to pay, measured by the ratio of wages to prices, for productive
agents.
Similarly the choice of direct taxes implies the existence of a pp
between what employers pay for labor and what employees receive.
The wage costs of employers exceed the wage receipts of employees,
and this difference is accounted for by direct taxes. Only for indirect
taxes are the wage costs of employers the after-tax wage receipts of
employees. As a consequence, if labor supply functions are to proper-
ly reflect the opportunity costs of leisure, then the supply functions
associated with indirect taxes must be greater than those associated
with direct taxes. To summarize, the choice of indirect taxes implies
a lower demand and a greater supply of factors.Changes in both
demand and supply conditions operate to decrease the measured real
returns of agents.Yet this result is consistent with identical after-
tax real incomes to factors with no change in the quantity of labor
hired.2
Clearly, to obtain real wage measurements that are unaffected by
the direct-indirect tax choice, either real wages ought to be measured
before or after all taxes.If wage rates are to be measured before
taxes, then indirect taxes must be excluded from the consumers' price
index used as a deflator.This implies measuring consumers' prices
net of taxes, i.e., using the same final product prices used by producers
2Comparea proportional income tax with, a completely general sales tax upon the final
products of the economy and savings and assume both taxes yield the same receipts and
have the same collection costs.
The effects of this direct-indirect tax choice upon the relationship of factor costs to final
product prices has none of the usual Pigovian Implications because it is an artifact of the
limitations Inherent in the conventional measurements of real wages rather than a result of
actual economic differences between direct and indirect taxes.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 519
todetermine the number of agents they will hire.Alternatively, if
wage rates are to be measured after taxes, then factor returns must
be measured net of direct taxes.This implies using the same wage
rates used by suppliers of labor in determining how to allocate their
resources between leisure and work.
Given the fact that government services are usually if not invariably
excluded from indexes of consumer prices, only one of these criteria
constitutes a feasible alternative.This is measuring real wages be-
fore all taxes. Measuring real wages net of taxes implies that changes
in the volume of governmental expenditures and taxes will change
measured real wages. Increases in taxes and expenditures will lower
measured real wages; decreases in taxes and expenditures will raise
them.If real wage measurements are to be unaffected by dhanges
in. the volume of governmental expenditures and taxes, then they must
be measured before all taxes.
One may object to the conclusion of this analysis—that there is a
net differential effect on the market prices of productive agents at-
tributable to indirect taxes—on the grounds that the ehoice between
direct and indirect taxes usually involves differences in both collec.
tion and welfare costs.However, to alter this conclusion it is neces-
sary to argue that indirect taxes are more efficient and/or cheaper
to collect than direct taxes and that this difference is so large that it
decreases the total returns to agents by an amount greater than the
indirect tax proceeds.If that were true, and the usual argument
runs the other way, then the inefficiencies and/or collection costs as-
sociated with direct taxes could produce a reduction in the market
prices of factors on a par with that produced by indirect taxes.
The foregoing analysis has shown that real wage changes, as they
are conventionally measured, need not coincide with changes in the
economic welfare of wage receivers.Through the use of indirect
taxes, these can be either positive or negative; it is possible to change
sharply measured real wages with no change in actual after-tax real
wage rates. Yet it is possible to show that this identification of actual
or correctly measured real wages with the usual real wage measure-
ments has influenced the behavior of trade unions and governments.
In the early post-World War II years, some governments employed
business subsidies to change wage-price relationships in order to in-
crease measured real wages.This same identification of real wage
rates with the relationship of wages to prices explains the widespread
use of consumer price indexes for wage escalation. This occuys despite
the possibility of producing labor shortages or surpluses through the
use of indirect taxes when money wages, adjusted to reflect the pro-
ductivity gains of labor, are escalated with an index of consumer
prices.
This naturally raises the question: How important is this argument
quantitatively? To what extent have changes in the use of indirect
taxes distorted the usual measurements of real wage changes?If
they are to be of value, then one must show that they are correlated
with the measurements correct in principle.This implies that the
value of the conventional measurements of real wages as a proxy
variable for what is in principle correct is a function of how stable
the indirect tax component of the final product of the economy has
been.520 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
Net national product represents a measure of what in principle the
cooperating agents would be paid in the absence of indirect taxes.
Therefore the ratio of indirect taxes to net national product measures
the gap between factor costs and the market value of the final prod-
uct of the economy.Alternatively, this ratio can be viewed as a
measure of the fraction of the final price of goods and services that
is paid to the agents of production. The ratio of indirect taxes to
net national product has risen from about 9 percent in 1929 to 15
percent in 1957. In particular, this percentage rose sharply between
1929 through 1933; its rise during these four years equals that over
the entire twenty-eight. The rise from 9 to 15 percent implies that
the returns to the cooperating agents of production must have declined
from 91 to 85 percent of net national product.Therefore (6/91) or
6½ percent represents an estimate of the bias in the conventional
measurements of real wages attributable to the growth in indirect
taxation.
This estimate represents an incomplete accounting of the bias in
the conventional measurements of real wages attributable to the
growth of indirect taxation.The part of the bias unaccounted for is
produced by (1) excluding from the Consumers' Price Index those
goods and services provided by governments that are not explicitly
sold, and (2) the concentration of indirect taxes upon the output of
the nongovernmental sector of the economy. As a result, the gap be-
tween the value at factor cost and at market of the output of the non-
governmental sector of the economy is greater than it is for govern-
mental output.For estimating the bias in the conventional measure-
ments of real wage changes, it is the change in the gap between the
value at factor cost and at market of the goods and services included
in the Consumers' Price Index that is relevant.
Growth in indirect tax receipts relative to output implies a rise in
the prices of goods and services included in the Consumer's Price
Index vis-a-vis those excluded if the output of the governmental sector
of the economy is neither subject to excise taxation nor included in
the index of consumer prices.Consequently, some of the increase in
the Consumers' Price Index since 1929 is a relative price effect on
a par with the change in the butter-margarine price ratio caused by
an excise tax on margarine. This relative price effect would iiot have
occurred if there had been no growth In indirect taxes, i.e., if the
marginal governmental expenditures were financed through direct
taxation.
Quantitative estimates may be made of the magnitude of this bias
in the Consumers' Price Index. For this purpose, two measures of
the private output of the economy are employed. One is net national
product less expenditures of governments for employees. The other
is net national product less all governmental expenditures.In 1929,
a little over 9 percent of the total output of the private sector of the
economy, as measured by net national product less the costs of govern-
ment employees, was acquired through indirect taxation.This im-
plies that, on the average, governments received 9 cents for every
dollar of sales of private output in the economy.
In 1957, slightly more than 16 percent of the total output of the
private sector of the economy, as measured by net national product
less the costs of employeesgovernments, was acquired through th-
direct taxation.As a result, governments received on the averageGOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 521
overcents for every dollar of sales of private final output in the
economy.
This change from 1929 to 1957 in the indirect tax component of the
output of tihe private sector implies that there has been a decline from
about 91 percent of the output of the private sector going directly to
agents of production to about 84 percent.Consequently, a bias of
about 71/2 percent is implied for measuring actual real wage changes
between 1929 and 1957.If one uses a broader definition of untaxed
output, if one uses the purchases of goods and services by governments
as a measure of untaxed output, then the gap between the prices of
private goods at market and at factor cost is even greater.This
broader measure of government output implies a bias in measuring
real wage changes of about 91/2 percent.
This analysis indicates that the spread between output at market
and at factor cost increased on the average from 9 to 15 percent.For
the goods and services priced by the Consumers' Price Index,
the increase was from about 9 to 16 to 18 percent.Therefore, an error
of 11/2 to 3 percent is attributable to relative price effects.3It also
suggests an overall bias in measuring real wage changes of 7½ to 9½
percent when 1929 is compared with 1957.
This estimate of the bias in the conventional measurements of real
wages eliminates the influence of how governmental expenditures are
financed upon measurements of relative changes in real wage rates.
It was obtained by holding constant, at the 1929 level, the ratio of
indirect taxes to consumer prices.Thereby, the effects of the growth
in the fraction of final product prices represented by indirect taxes
was isolated and its implications for conventional measurements of
changes in real wages estimated.
This procedure does not eliminate the bias in the conventional real
wage calculations for measuring absolute changes in real wages over
time.In a progressive economy with rising individual productivity,
constancy in the ratio of indirect taxes to prices implies that some of
the productivity gains of labor are being captured by governments
through indirect taxation.Therefore, absolute changes in measured
wage rates will represent less than actual changes, although relative
changes in real wages will be correct.The larger the ratio of indirect
taxes to output or the higher the rate of progress in an economy, the
greater is the error in measuring absolute changes in factor returns.
To properly measure absolute changes in real wages, it is not enough
to hold constant the effects of indirect taxes upon real wage measure-
ments. Their influence must be completely eliminated.This implies
asking what real wage measurements would have been if all wage
receipts were gross of taxes.In 1929, the indirect tax receipts of all
governments show that measurements of the absolute level of real
wages were 91 percent of what they would have been in the absence
of indirect taxes.By 1957, these measurements represented lust 84
percent of worker output.This decline associated with rising worker
The output of the economy going through the public sector Is not Immune from taxa
tion.For example, when the Defense Establishment buys military equipment, the produce,
of this equipment Is subject to the corporate Income tax and local property taxes.Conse-
quently, it appears the higther estimate overstates the of the growth In the public
sector upon the indirect tax rate for consumer goods.
An error In the other direetton may be caused by implicitly assuming that therate
upon Investment goods Is the same as It is on consumer goods.If In fact it Is lower on
Investment goods, then the withdrawal of resources from private to public consumption
Implies sharper Increases in the tax rate on consumption goods than suggested here.522 GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS
productivity implies large errors in estimating absolute changes in
real wages; This actual mcrease in real wages between 1929 and 1957
was 24 percent greater than the increase measured by conventional
techniques.4
The evidence presented here indicates that the usual real wage
measurement procedures lead to low estimates of increases in real
wages between 1929 and 1957.The error in measuring absolute
changes in real wages is roughly three times as great as the error in
measuring relative changes. Given the existing methods of computing
real wages, the reluctance of economists to employ the conventional
measurements of absolute changes in real wages appears to have some
justification.For measuring relative changes in real wages, this
evidence is consistent with the belief that measured and actual real
wage changes are correlated. However, the absence of perfect correla-
tion also suggests that the acceptance of the conventional measure-
ments of real wages can be a source of frictions and misunderstand-
ings in the labor market. If tax policy leads to an unstable relation-
ship between indirect taxes and net national pi'oduct, then conflicts
are likely to occur in the labor market that could have been avoided
through the use of direct taxes such as personal income taxes.
EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS OF INDIRECT TAXES
This analysis suggests that the sharp increase in the ratio of in-
direct taxes to output in the early thirties should have created fric-
tions in the labor market.Income tax receipts, with no change in
tax rates, fell sharply as a result of the decline in money income.
Because of the desire of governments to balance budgets and main-
tain expenditures, there was a sharp rise in the fraction of all out-
put acquired through indirect taxes.Consequently there was pres-
sure downwards on money wages from two sources, the fall in prices
and the shift from direct to indirect taxation.This substitution of
indirect for direct taxes intensified the adjustment problems in the
labor market associated with the decline in prices. Therefore it must
have contributed to the severity and duration of the depression.5
For an economy in which money wages are rigid downwards, stable
prices and indirect tax increases can be incompatible with full em-
ployment.If the depressing effects of indirect tax increases upon
money wages are not offset by t.he productivity gains of labor, then
rigid money wages and full employment are inconsistent with stable
prices.If the quantity of labor supplied is perfectly elastic with
respect to the prevailing money wage, then output and employment
can be changed in the absence of changes in either governmental ex-
penditures or consumer prices. The substitution of direct for indirect
taxes will increase output and employment, and conversely.This
suggests if wages (either money or real wages, as they are usually
defined) are rigid downwards, then direct taxes ought to be favored
over indirect taxes.
'This calculation is based on the data contained in Table I, p. 15, In Rees, op. cit.
During the Civil War, Indirect taxes were sharply Increased and consequently measured
real wages declined.However, this decline was associated with a marked rise in money
wnges attributable to the Issuance of greenbacks.As a result, there was on balance no
pressure downwards on money at this time.See Reuben A. Kessel, and Armen A.
Alehian, "Real Wages In the North During the Civil War: Mitchell's Data Reinterpreted,"
Journal of Law and Economics, vol. II, October 1959, p. 05.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 523
OTHEREcoNoMIc AND MEASUREMENT EFFECTS OF THE INCLUSION OF
INDIRECT TAXES IN CONStTMER PRIcEs
The choice of indirect in preference to direct taxes usually produces
not only a rise in the prices of public vis-a-visprivategoods, but also
relative price changes among private goods.Cigarettes, liquor, gaso-
line, travel, furs, cosmetics, etc., tend to be relatively heavily taxed
and indirect tax increases typically produce a rise in the prices of
these goods relative to all private goods.Because the weights of
the various components of the Consumers' Price Index are relatively
stable over time, heavily taxed goods tend to be overweighted and
lightly taxed goods underweighted relative to true post-tax consumer
expenditures.Stability of weights implies that the goods whose
relative prices increase are overweighted.The substitution effect,
the replacement of taxed with untaxed goods in consumer expendi-
tures, is accounted for inadequately.Clearly, insofar as relative
l)rice changes are attributable to indirect taxes, their inclusion in
consumer prices implies an upward bias in prices.This bias would
not exist if either indirect taxes were excluded from the Consumers'
Price Index or if direct taxes were used.
Because of the relative price changes that usually confront con-
sumers as a consequence of the imposition of indirect but not direct
taxes, the use of indirect taxes implies that output and employment
opportunities will fail in taxed industries.If the resources relin-
quished by the industries taxed become unemployed, then a decrease
in output and a risc in prices is implied. An increase in unemploy-
ment attributable to the imposition of indirect taxes implies that the
prices of untaxed components of the index remain unchanged. There-
fore if the prices of taxed goods rise, then the overall index of con-
sumer prices gross of taxes also rise.The restoration of full
employment, i.e., the subsequent absorption of resources relinquished
by the industries taxed, implies a fall in prices.6This rise and fall
in prices would not be recorded if excises were not included in con-
sumer prices, or if direct taxes were used as an alternative to indirect
taxes.
CoNclusioNs
The choice between 1929 and 1957 of indirect taxes as an alterna-
tive to direct taxes has produced two classes of measurement errors
in the usual calculations of real wages. Both have operated to pro-
duce low estimates of real wage changes. The rise in the fraction of
all output acquire4 through indirect taxes has decreased the ratio of
wages to prices, particularly the ratio of wages to the prices of goods
and services measured by the Consumers' Price Index. This decrease
was caused by factors independent of the forces that affect the eco-
nomic productivity of workers.It was largely a consequence of fi-
nancing decisions, i.e., the choice between direct and indirect taxes by
governments. As a result, estimates of changes in real wages have
6Whathappens to the general level of prices as a result of the direct-Indirect tax choice
Is related to the welfare costs of the method of taxation chosen.Insofar as the real balances held are a function of real income, the tax with the greater welfare costs will be
associated with higher after-tax prices.The relationship between the pre- and post-tax
price level is more complex.In addition to the welfare effects, one must consider what
value the community places on the public goods that supplant private goods.The balanced
budget multiplier theorem produces its inflationary effects by impllcitjy assuming the public
regards such a substitution as equivalent to a fall In real Income.524 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
beentoolow.This bias has been estimated to be between and
percent for measuring relative changes in real 'wages. For meas-
uring absolute changes, the error was roughly three times as large.
The concentration of indirect taxes upon particular classes of con-
sumer goods has led to increases in measured consumer prices in
excess of actual increases.Stability in the weights of the compo-
nents of the Consumers' Price Index when indirect taxes have been
unevenly applied has led to an overweighting of goods whose relative
prices gross of indirect taxes have risen.
If one is willing to accept the proposition that money wages are
rigid downwards, then the choice of indirect as an alternative to
direct taxes when prices are stable or falling implies pressure to
reduce money wage rates and hence risks of unemployment.Stable
prices, money wages rigid downwards, and an increase in indirect
taxes large enough to produce a decrease in the marginal private
product of labor are inconsistent with full employment in the labor
market. A marked increase in the use of indirect taxes was associated
with a severe rise in unemployment and a sharp fall in prices during
the early thirties.Insofar as money wages are rigid downwards,
fiscal policy must have intensified the severity and magnitude of the
great depression.
Although an index of consumer prices exclusive of indirect taxes
represents a step in the direction towards more correct real wage meas-
urements, it leaves unsolved the problems associated with the exclu-
sion of government services from the Consumers' Price Index. This
omission remains an important source of possible error. The volume
of government services produced has grown secularly as measured by
the growth of expenditures for government services relative to all
expenditures.Consequently the restriction of the Consumers' Price
Index to measuring the prices of the output of the private sector of
the economy while the public sector has been growing relative to the
private sector suggests a decrease in the relevance of this index over
time. In turn, a decrease in the relevance of real wage calculations
is implied.
COMPDTATIONAL NOTES
For analyzing the effects of the inclusion of indirect taxes in con-
surner price indexes all taxes can be usefully divided into two cate-
gories.These are ?1) taxes that affect wage rates and other factor
rates of return relative to final product prices, and taxesthat do
not affect this relationship.Final product prices, for this purpose,
are prices paid by consumers.
In the first category are excises, property taxes, sales taxes, custom
dutlies, licenses, corporate income and other business taxes. The sur-
plus of governmental enterprises is equivalent to a business tax, and
business subsidies are equivalent to a negative business tax.These
taxes are all in some sense "included" in final product prices.In the
second category are personal income gift, death, and po11 taxes.
These taxes are not "included" in final product prices and therefore
do not affect the relatlionship between factor costs and final product
prices in the same way, if at all, as taxes of the first kind.
Only for payroll Laxes does the usefulness of this dichotomy break-
down. Governmental receipts derived from payroll taxes are oftenGOVERNMENT PRICESTATISTICS 525
regardedas part of worker compensation for the purpose of comput-
ing real wages. Sometimes only payroll taxes "paid" by employees are
treated as worker compensation, and employer contributions are
ignored. When au payroll taxes are regarded as employee compensa-
tion, then changes in the volume of payroll taxes do not affect measured
real wages. For the purpose of computing the biases in the usual real
wage measurements, it was assumed that all payroll taxes are part
of the compensation of wage receivers.7
The data used are from Nationa' Income, 1954, Tables 4, 8, and 9,
appearing on pages 164, 170,171and 172 and from U.S. Income and
Output, 1958, Tables 1—17, Ill—i, 111—2, appearing on pages 138, 164,
and 165.Indirect business taxes, corporate income taxes and surplus
of enterprises were regarded as taxes and business sub-











Output of private sector at market •90,726 359, 716
Indirect taxes
Indirect taxes/output of private sector at market (percent)
Total governmental expenditures









I flees,op. cit.., treats all payroll taxes as employee compensation. .ThisIs not typical.
If payroll taxes are not considered employee compensation, then the biases In the
customary calculations of real wages exceed the estimates presented here.T
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